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Abstract
A new tool to study the interaction of aromatic molecules with the acid sites
in zeolites is described yielding both geometric and electronic information
simultaneously. A Fano resonance (or two-centre/two-electron transition state)
produces a charge-transfer (CT) satellite peak that is observed in the Al K edge
XANES of zeolite H-Beta when aromatic hydrocarbon molecules are adsorbed
on its acid sites. The Fano resonance is exclusively observed in the electron
yield spectrum. The Fano resonance can be recognized as a broad, featureless
satellite peak at a somewhat higher energy than the edge. During the 1s–3p
transition, a CT occurs from π orbitals on the aromatic molecule to the T2 (3p)
orbital on the Al transferring charge from the benzene to the aluminium. The
diffuse character of this latter orbital results in an overlap with the π* of the
aromatics and enables the CT. FEFF8 FMS and DOS calculations on a large
cluster representing the zeolite with and without benzene and in the presence
and absence of the core hole effect confirm the satellite interpretation.

The Fano resonance satellite is not observed in the fluorescence detection
mode, because its inherent excitation probability is small, but its intensity is
magnified in the electron yield detection mode because of shake-off of the
extra Al valence electrons. The data indicate that the adsorbates do not alter
the symmetry of the tetrahedral Al sites as indicated by both fluorescence and
electron yield.

The adsorption of 1-hexene on zeolite H-Beta is investigated and only
after a heat treatment of 400 ◦C is the Fano transition visible. This indicates that
aromatic coke has formed on the acid site at this temperature. In addition, some
transformation from tetrahedral Al sites into octahedral sites, or at least some
geometric distortion of a small amount of tetrahedral Al sites, is now observed
in the fluorescence spectrum, which might be induced by the coking process.
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1. Introduction

Zeolites have a major application among others in catalysis as catalysts and catalyst supports,
or as a sorption reagent [1]. The structure of the zeolite has a strong influence on its efficiency
in the applications mentioned. Thus many studies have been reported relating the structure
of the zeolite to its catalytic activity, sorption capacity, and sorbent diffusion in the pores
of zeolites.

Al K edge XANES provides information about the local coordination of Al in the
samples studied. The near edge can be used as a fingerprint for the determination of the
Al coordination [2,3]. Moreover, some authors have tried to interpret the data on a molecular
orbital level [4–6]. Although considerable controversy over the source of some peaks in the
spectra still exists, these studies have significantly increased the insight into the source of the
features in the spectra.

In this study, the adsorption of hydrocarbons on the acid sites of zeolite Beta is investigated
by Al K edge XANES. A unique two-centre, two-electron transition is described, that is
primarily detected as a satellite feature or Fano resonance, whose intensity gets magnified
in electron yield mode. The transition involves the normal Al 1s to 3p XAS excitation
simultaneous with a π (orbital on the aromatic hydrocarbon) to π* (overlapping the Al 3p)
charge transfer (CT) to screen the core hole. As a two-electron transition, it represents a true
Fano resonance in the continuum, rather than the more frequently observed one-electron shape
resonance involving an antibonding orbital in the continuum. This satellite feature provides a
new tool to study adsorption of aromatic molecules on zeolites. We use 1-hexene coking on
H-Beta as an example.

2. Experiment

Zeolite NH4 Beta was obtained from TUD and has a reported Si/Al ratio of 11.6. The average
crystal size is ∼0.2 µm determined by TEM. This sample is calcined at 1 ◦C min−1 to 450 ◦C,
and kept at 450 ◦C for 8 h in order to remove NH3. This sample is referred to as H-Beta.
The H-Beta is then loaded with adsorbate by saturating the powder at RT by liquid benzene
(p.a. Merck) and 1-hexene (97%, Acros), respectively. The samples are completely wetted in
the liquids by using about twice the volume of liquid compared to the volume of the zeolite.
Samples are dried overnight at room temperature in dry nitrogen. The samples are called
H-Beta/benzene and H-Beta/1-hexene. H-Beta/1-hexene is subsequently heated at a rate
of 1 ◦C min−1 to 250 ◦C in a flow of dry nitrogen (40 ml min−1) nitrogen for 1 h under
shallow bed conditions; this sample is called H-Beta/1-hexene(250). Another batch is heated
to 400 ◦C at the same heating rate for 1 h. This sample is called H-Beta/1-hexene(400). All
samples are white, except H-Beta/1-hexene(250) and H-Beta/1-hexene(400), which are beige
and brownish grey coloured, respectively. Samples are pressed by hand into a wafer onto
a carbon adhesive tab before measurement. 13C NMR on H-Beta with adsorbed benzene
and subsequent heating at 75 ◦C in vacuum shows the spectrum of benzene, but the peaks
are broadened.

The measurements have been performed in the newly designed in situ apparatus,
ILEXAFS, in situ low energy x-ray absorption fine structure, which has been installed at
beamline 3.4 at the SRS Daresbury (UK) [7, 8]. Fluorescence (using a gas proportional
counter) and electron yield (measuring drain current) data have been collected simultaneously.
Dilution of the samples with carbon did not show significantly better electron yield spectra,
hence no carbon-dilution is used. During measurement, the samples are cooled down to liquid
nitrogen temperature.
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In order to interpret the Fano resonance on a molecular orbital level, FEFF8 [9] full multiple
scattering (FMS) and DOS calculations have been performed on a cluster representing the
zeolite. The output of such calculations is (among other things) the FMS and the DOS. In the
calculations, the Hedin Lunqvist potential is used and self-consistent field (SCF) calculations
have been performed. To investigate the effect of any screening of the core hole on the shape
of the DOS, calculations in the presence and absence of the core hole are performed.

The cluster used is generated by CERIUS2 by cutting a cluster, AlSi29O74(H), from the
crystallographic structure of zeolite Beta with the aluminium atom in the centre of the cluster.
A benzene molecule was placed on the acidic site to mimic the adsorbed state. After a geometry
optimization of the benzene (using a force field in the commercial CERIUS2 package) keeping
the zeolite cluster fixed the Cartesian coordinates were obtained. The nearest Al–C and O–C
distances are 3.2 and 2.1 Å, respectively. Essentially, the plane of the benzene molecule is
positioned perpendicular to the O–H bond.

3. Results

Figure 1 shows the electron yield (bottom) and fluorescence yield (top) Al K-edge XANES
spectra of H-Beta. Both spectra display very similar features; however, the white line in the
fluorescence yield is reduced. This is attributed to the self-absorption of the fluorescence
radiation by the sample, which is especially important at the white line. Both spectra show the
well known characteristic features of a tetrahedrally coordinated aluminum ion [2], indicating
the sample contains primarily tetrahedral Al: the sharp white line is positioned at 1567 eV
and a broad peak at ∼1585 eV (∼20 eV above the edge) is visible. Moreover, in the energy
range 0–15 eV above the edge, fine structure characteristic of tetrahedral Al is visible. The
20 eV peak has been assigned to a p–d hybridized anti-bonding σ* orbital, whose p character is
probed in the K-edge spectra [5]. The spectral lineshape of this peak is primarily determined
by multiple scattering in the first coordination sphere of tetrahedral Al, and its energy is a
strong function of the Al–O bond length. The intensity in the 0–15 eV region corresponds
to the p character in a p–d hybridized orbital and the fine structure in this region is mainly
determined by longer range multiple scattering (up to 15 Å about the absorber) [4,5,10]. Based
on 27Al MAS NMR and Al K-edge XANES, the presence of a small fraction of octahedral Al
in (macro-crystalline) H-Beta was proven [11].

Figure 2 shows the fluorescence and electron yield spectrum of H-Beta/benzene. The
fluorescence spectrum is very similar to the spectrum of clean H-Beta (figure 1) indicating no
changes in the Al coordination. The spectrum as detected by electron yield displays remarkable
differences that are to our knowledge unreported in the literature. The electron yield spectrum
of H-Beta/benzene is completely dominated by a broad peak at ∼5 eV above the absorption
edge. The broad peak at ∼20 eV is still present and its intensity is essentially unaffected
compared to the intensity of the 20 eV peak in the electron yield spectrum of H-Beta. At
1567 eV, a shoulder on the rising edge of the broad dominating peak is clearly visible.

The fluorescence yield spectra in figure 3(a) for H-Beta/1-hexene and H-Beta/1-
hexene(250) are very similar to the spectrum of H-Beta. The spectrum of H-Beta/1-
hexene(400) reveals a slight loss of intensity in the white line at 1567 eV compared to the
other two and an increase in intensity at ∼7 eV above the edge. Further, the fine structure in
the 5–15 eV region above the edge is significantly less distinct. The electron yield spectra of
H-Beta/1-hexene, H-Beta/1-hexene(250) and H-Beta/1-hexene(400) are shown in figure 3(b).
The spectrum of H-Beta/1-hexene is noisy, but it still reveals a sharp white line, and a broad
peak at ∼20 eV. The white line seems to be diminished in intensity, but the poor quality of
the data does not permit us to draw firm conclusions. The spectra of H-Beta/1-hexene and
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Figure 1. Al K-edge XANES spectrum of H-
Beta as measured by electron yield (bottom) and
fluorescence yield detection. These spectra indicate
a tetrahedral Al coordination.
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Figure 2. Fluorescence yield and electron yield
detected spectra of H-Beta/benzene showing striking
differences between the two detection methods.

H-Beta/1-hexene(250) are very similar and do not differ from the electron yield spectrum of
‘clean’ H-Beta (figure 1 (bottom)). The spectrum of H-Beta/1-hexene(400), however, shows
a broad resonance that is dominating the edge, like in the spectrum of H-Beta/benzene. The
white line at 1567 eV can still be distinguished, and the σ* peak at 20 eV remains nearly
constant in position and intensity.

Figure 4 shows the results of FEFF8 calculations showing the calculated Al K XAS
spectra plus the indicated DOS on the AlSi29O74 cluster representing the zeolite with and
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Figure 3. Fluorescence yield (a) and electron
yield (b) detected spectra of H-Beta/1-hexene, H-
Beta/1-hexene(250) and H-Beta/1-hexene(400). The
latter spectrum differs from the other two by a surplus
in intensity in the 3–7 eV range. The electron yield
spectrum of H-Beta/1-hexene shows more noise,
probably because this sample is less conductive than
the others.

without adsorbed benzene. Figure 4(a) gives the p DOS on the cluster without benzene by
a solid line, in the presence of the core hole. Clearly visible is the correspondence between
the Al 3p DOS with the calculated XAS, that have essentially an identical shape. Moreover,
a clear agreement with experiment is visible (compare figures 1–4). In [5] these calculations
are discussed in more detail. The figure shows the calculated XAS on the same cluster with
the benzene on the acid site by the dotted curve. This calculation has been performed again
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in the presence of the core hole. The influence of the presence of benzene on the spectrum,
although small is discernable. This indicates a direct interaction of the Al p DOS with the
benzene. The calculated p DOS on the carbon atoms has been added (dash–dotted curve) in
figure 4 showing the relative energy positions of the benzene π and π* orbitals, and the near
degeneracy of the π* and Al 3p orbitals allowing for reasonable mixing of these two orbitals.

The calculation of the cluster containing benzene, but without the presence of the core
hole is shown in figure 4(b). The shape of the Al 3p DOS alters dramatically and a shift to
higher energy of the bottom of the p DOS occurs. The shape at higher energies is much less
affected by the absence of the core hole.

4. Discussion

4.1. Interpretation of differences in fluorescence and electron yield detection

Several reasons for differences in the XANES spectra using fluorescence and electron yield
detection are possible and are discussed in this section. The additional broad peak in the
electron yield spectra upon molecular adsorption will be assigned to a satellite feature or Fano
resonance.

4.2. Surface sensitivity

Differences in the electron and fluorescence yield spectra could result from the different surface
sensitivities of these techniques; however, this cannot explain the observed differences in
figures 1–3. The zeolite Beta consists of small crystallites that average about 0.2 µm. The
penetration depth of fluorescence radiation is of the order of micrometres, whereas the probing
depth of the electron yield (drain current) is about 130 Å for Al2O3 [12]. Thus the fluorescence
yield is expected to probe all of the Al atoms, and the electron yield would probe the Al atoms
in the outer ‘skin’, i.e. just those in the outer 130 Å, which is still ∼15% of the total Al
atoms. The molecular adsorption does not just take place at the outer surface of the zeolite
sample [13]. Thus both the electron yield and fluorescence yield spectra are sampling all or
part of the absorbate region.

One might suggest that even though the adsorbates diffuse throughout the zeolite
crystallite, the external surface (or near surface) Al atoms might somehow be different than the
bulk Al atoms (at the micropore surface). But the electron yield samples 130 Å, far more than
just the external surface region. The external surface region is thus a small fraction of the outer
‘skin’ sampled by the electron yield spectra, even though this fraction is much larger than in
the fluorescence yield. Moreover, we estimate that the electron yield technique samples ∼15%
of the total zeolite crystallite, which is sampled in the fluorescence yield. If the broad and
intense 5 eV peak seen in the electron yield spectra were equally present in both techniques,
but somehow only produced by Al atoms in the outer 130 Å ‘skin’, it should still be visible in
the fluorescence yield spectra, which it is not. Thus, the difference between the two techniques
is due to intrinsic differences in the detection methods.

4.3. Identical Al coordinations in all samples

The very similar fluorescence spectra of all samples indicates that the average coordination of
Al in all samples is still predominantly tetrahedral, exactly like that in the parent sample, H-
Beta (see the results section). H-Beta/1-hexene(400) is an exception to this, and it is discussed
separately.
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Figure 4. (a) FEFF8 cluster calculations on AlSi29O74(H) representing zeolite Beta. At the top the
results of SCF FMS calculations are shown. The solid curve is the cluster in the absence of benzene,
while the dotted curve is the result of a calculation on a cluster containing benzene adsorbed on
the acid site. At the bottom, the calculated aluminium and carbon p DOSs are given (aluminium
3p DOS dotted; carbon 2p DOS dash–dotted). The highest π and lowest π* orbitals on the carbon
are marked. (b) FEFF8 cluster calculations on the cluster representing zeolite Beta and including
the adsorbate benzene, omitting the core hole. At the top, the SCF FMS calculation is shown. At
the bottom, the calculated aluminium and carbon p DOSs are given (aluminium 3p DOS dotted;
carbon 2p DOS dash–dotted). The highest π and lowest π* orbitals on the carbon are marked.
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The electron yield spectra also indicate that no change in Al coordination has taken place.
Any change in coordination of the Al would be reflected in the near edge by the appearance
of characteristic features of the new coordination, while the characteristic tetrahedral features
would gradually disappear. One of the characteristic features of tetrahedral Al is the presence
of the σ* peak at ∼20 eV. To our knowledge no other Al coordination displays such a distinct
peak at this specific energy [2]. Hence, the intensity of this peak can be used as a measure for
the disappearance of tetrahedral Al.

An increase in intensity at 2–7 eV (like the increase in the electron yield spectrum of
H-Beta/benzene) could indicate the presence of octahedral Al; however, the new intense broad
peak most clearly visible in H-Beta/benzene has no fine structure. In general, octahedral Al
displays fine structure in the region 5–25 eV above its edge, which is clearly absent in the
spectrum of H-Beta/benzene. The high intensity of this broad peak, if due to octahedral Al,
would suggest a very large fraction of octahedral Al based on the absorption coefficient [14],
and octahedral fine structure would surely be expected in this case. Moreover, an increase
in octahedral Al or any other Al coordination should be accompanied by a decrease in
tetrahedral Al content. None of the electron yield spectra that display the new broad peak
at 5 eV, has a significantly decreased intensity of the 20 eV peak. Thus the electron yield data
conclusively indicates that the Al is still mostly tetrahedrally coordinated after the adsorption
of the hydrocarbons, with little or no other coordinated Al present, which is in agreement with
the fluorescence data.

In conclusion, both detection methods indicate that the Al coordination is unchanged
upon molecular adsorption. We confirm that the presence or absence of the broad 5 eV peak
is intrinsic to the detection method as proposed in the previous section. In the next section, an
explanation is provided for this phenomenon.

4.4. Observation of a Fano resonance

Having established that primarily tetrahedral Al is present in all samples and that no change
in coordination around the Al has occurred, we attribute the appearance of the broad feature
in the electron yield spectra to the presence of a shake-up satellite feature or Fano resonance
(a two-centre, two-electron transition). To understand the nature of this transition, we first
discuss the mixing of the aluminum and oxygen orbitals, and the screening of the final-state
core hole in Al K-edge XANES spectra for tetrahedral Al.

In spectroscopy, shake-up and shake-down satellite features are well known [15]. They
occur in atoms, molecules and solids. Often these final-state satellite features arise from the
mono-pole excitation (shake-up) of CT states arising from the sudden turn-on of the core hole
potential after absorption of the x-ray photon. Such satellites appear when the core hole–
photo-electron attraction (U ) is larger than the covalent interaction (�) between the absorber
atom and the electron source atom (i.e. U > �). This is the case for an aromatic hydrocarbon
adsorbed on the acid site in a zeolite. In this case, the transition involves the normal Al 1s to
3p XAS excitation simultaneous with a π (orbital in the aromatic hydrocarbon) to Al 3p CT
shake-up to screen the core hole.

In contrast, the covalent interaction between an Al atom and the oxygen atoms surrounding
that Al is much larger, so that in this case the reverse is true (i.e. � > U ). This is the case at
octahedral sites in aluminum oxides, where even though a HOMO–LUMO orbital interaction
allows O 2p to Al 3p CT to screen the core hole on Al, no satellites appear. As we discussed
previously [5], at a tetrahedral site, the covalent HOMO–LUMO interaction is not allowed by
the local symmetry, so that no CT screening occurs at all. When an adsorbate is added, CT
occurs from the adsorbate to the Al 3p and screening of the core hole is effective.
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Figure 5. Energy diagram for the initial (ground) state and K-edge XAS final states in the correlated
electron model (i.e. when U > � as discussed in the text). The energies are given for the initial
state relative to the unmixed ground state |n0〉 (energy = 0), and the final state relative to the
unmixed regular core hole excited state |1s−13p〉. The energy 
 is the energy required to transfer
an electron from the benzene π to the Al 3p (via the benzene π∗). The parameters U1s−13p1 and
U3p3p denote the corresponding Coulomb interaction energies. For both the initial and final states,
the premixed state energies are given on the left, and mixed state energies on the right, illustrating
the relatively small effects of covalent mixing compared to the correlation effects in this case.

In an XAS experiment, normal resonance peaks occur when the photoelectron is excited
into localized antibonding states degenerate with the continuum, i.e. just above the absorption
edge. These resonances are called ‘shape’ resonances because only a single electron, the
photoelectron, is involved, and the resonance is determined by the antibonding nature of
the orbital, or the ‘shape’ of the interatomic potential. These shape resonances are often
distinguished from true Fano resonances, when more than one electron is involved [16]. When
CT occurs, the final state is a two-hole, two-electron state, i.e. the excited photoelectron
and the CT electron are together involved in the transition. Thus these CT satellite features
may also be referred to as Fano resonances, when they appear above the edge as in
this work.

We consider here the case of U > �, the correlated electron model, which is appropriate
for say benzene adsorbed on the acidic site in zeolite. In this model, the screening and
correlation effects are taken into account first, followed by the covalent interaction. This is the
reverse of the more common molecular orbital theory when the covalent interaction is taken
into account, and the correlation effects are virtually ignored (which is more appropriate when
� > U ). Figure 5 shows the energy diagrams for the ground state on the left and the XAS
final state on the right. The left side shows the |n0〉 (normal or ground state) state correlating
to the bottom of the conduction band, where we assign the Fermi level. This level consist of a
strongly p–d hybridized Al orbital having a weak covalent interaction with the T2 symmetry
adapted orbitals on the oxygens [5]. As a result of this strong p–d hybridization at a tetrahedral
Al site, this orbital immediately above the conduction band minimum is very diffuse. In what
follows we shall refer to this level as the Al 3p orbital. At an energy 
 (the CT energy) there
is a |π−13p〉 ‘shake-up’ state indicating an electron is transferred from the π to the Al 3p
orbital. The Al 3p is covalently mixed some with the π* on the adsorbate and to the extent
that this mixing is significant, this shake-up can also be regarded as a π to π* shake-up.
The correlation mixing of the ground level with the |π−13p〉 level in the initial state can be
described by ψ = a|GS〉 + b|π−13p〉, where a and b are the correlation mixing coefficients.
Here b determines the amount of |π−13p〉 in the initial ground state, and it is expected to be
rather small.
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The energy position of the resonance peaks in XANES is determined by the final state,
whereas the initial state determines their intensity according to the initial-state, final-state
rule [17,18]. A core hole exists in the final state of the absorption process, while a photoelectron
is excited into unoccupied orbitals with the correct symmetry. Hence, a core hole photoelectron
attraction occurs, deforming the conduction band towards lower energy. This excited |1s−13p〉
state (an electron from the 1s is excited into the 3p Al) is shown in figure 5 on the right-hand
side. The FEFF8 DOSs shown in figure 4, with and without a core hole, clearly illustrate the
deformation of the DOS by the effect of the core hole attraction.

The energy of the normal transition is expressed as

hν = εc − U1s−13p, (1)

where εc is the energy it takes to excite an electron, when no relaxation processes occur.
The size of U1s−13p, the core hole–photo-electron attraction, is a function of the screening of
the core hole. The less the core hole is screened in the final state, the larger the attraction
U1s−13p will be. As stated, the HOMO–LUMO interaction in Td Al is forbidden by symmetry,
thereby preventing the oxygen CT to screen the core hole on the Al. The XANES final state
in tetrahedral Al is therefore unscreened.

In the case of the adsorbates on the acid sites, a CT occurs from the adsorbate to the Al
3p. The excited final state is |1s−1π−13p2〉, where two electrons are occupying the 3p orbital
in the Al: one core electron is excited from the 1s to the Al 3p and one electron from the π
has transferred to the 3p of Al by cost of an energy 
, and it is now screening the core hole.
These two electrons have a mutual repulsion (U3p3p) and both feel the attraction of the core
hole. The energy of this state is now

hν = εc − 2U1s−13p + U3p3p +
. (2)

The relative excitation probability into these two final state levels is determined in part by
the amount of mixing in the ground state, i.e. the relative magnitudes of a and b and similar
mixing in the final state. Assuming the mixing in the final state is indeed very small, the size
of a determines the intensity of the |1s−13p〉 final state (i.e. normal shape resonance), and b
the intensity of the |1s−1π−13p2〉 final state (i.e. the Fano resonance). In general b is relatively
small and hence the intensity of the Fano transition is expected to be small. This is reflected in
the fluorescence spectra, which shows little or no evidence for the Fano resonance. The FEFF8
calculations (figure 4) show that the XAS spectrum is altered just slightly by the presence of
the benzene consistent with the absence of an effect in the fluorescence yield spectra.

The screened state, after occurrence of the CT observed in the electron yield spectra
(figure 2), can be simulated in an FEFF8 calculation by omitting the core hole during the
calculation. Doing so, a distinct different shape of the p DOS is observed (figure 4(b)) showing
the maximum intensity in the DOS pushed up in energy (equation (2)), with the primary Al 3p
peak now falling nearly exactly where the satellite in the electron yield spectrum falls (figure 2)
confirming our interpretation. Note that except for the Al 3p ‘white line’ peak, the remainder
of the XAS spectrum appears to be nearly unaffected by the core hole, so the satellite is the
only observed evidence of the CT.

The Fano resonance is highly visible in the electron yield data but not in the fluorescence
yield data. This occurs because of the different modes of decay of these two final states. Core
hole excited states may decay either by fluorescence radiation or by Auger decay, as shown in
figure 6. The Auger decay (primarily via KLL or 1s−1–2p−2 decay) suddenly changes the core
hole potential (effectively from a charge of 1e to 2e), which can cause final-state shake-off of
one or both of the 3p electrons from the Al atom. Such final-state shake-off does not occur in
the fluorescence decay (primarily via KL or 1s−1–2p−1 decay), because the effective core hole
potential stays the same in this case. This large shake-off of the electrons in the nominal 3p/d
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Figure 6. Schematic illustration of the dominant core hole decay processes off resonance (top) and
on resonance (bottom) when CT from benzene to Al 3p has occurred. The KL23 (1s2p) fluorescence
yield is the same for both on and off resonance, but the yield of secondary electrons is magnified
on resonance because of the additional shake-off of the two electrons bound in the resonance.
Conversely, the ‘elastic’ KL23L23 (1s2p2p) Auger yield is diminished on resonance.

(This figure is in colour only in the electronic version)

orbitals occurs because upon increase of the core hole charge, these diffuse orbitals radially
contract. This makes the overlap of the initial and final state 3p/d orbitals much less than unity,
and the shake-off probability is directly proportional to this reduction from one [18].

This final-state shake-off magnifies the number of secondary electrons that is detected in
the electron yield or in the drain current for this state as illustrated in figure 6. The probability
by which fluorescence and Auger decay takes place is fixed, and is tabulated for all accessible
K and L edges [19,20]. For example a Si K core hole (and similarly one in Al) may decay via
any of the Auger processes KL23L23, KL23V, KL1V and KVV, as well as via x-ray emission,
with the following relative rates: 1, 0.002, 0.07, 0.002 and 0.165 respectively [21]. Thus the
K core hole decay is dominated by the KL23L23 process, followed by the KL23 fluorescence
process. The |1s−13p〉 final state will decay initially via delocalization (|1s−13p〉 to |1s−1〉) of
the 3p electron into the continuum (this is what makes this state a ‘resonance’) followed by
normal decay according to the KLL/KL yield ratio with little possibility for shake-off since
now essentially no Al 3d–p electrons exists on the atom with the decaying core hole. However,
the |1s−1π−13p2〉 state is longer lived with respect to electron delocalization (a Fano resonance
generally has smaller width than a shape resonance) because of the large correlation energy,
U3p3p. Thus, although the contribution of the |1s−13p2π−1〉 CT state is low (as given by b),
the intensity of this state is magnified in the electron yield, due to the additional shake-off
electrons from this state. This shake-off process can be regarded as an intrinsic loss process,
supplementing the normal extrinsic loss processes, thus magnifying the total secondary electron
yield or drain current for this state. These processes are all illustrated in figure 6.
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4.5. CT shake-up and shake-off

The CT shake-up, occurring simultaneously with creation of the core hole via photon
absorption, and the shake-off of this electron and/or the photoelectron occurring simultaneously
with Auger decay of the core hole, are key to our interpretation of the experimental electron
yield data. In this section our results will be compared to charge-transfer shake-up or screening
processes known from the literature.

Perhaps the most convincing of the CT shake-up or screening process comes from recent
EPR measurements for benzene adsorbed on ZSM-5 zeolite, which directly observe the cation
radical C6H+

6 [22, 23]. These more recent data confirm diffuse reflection spectra of various
aromatic compounds, which gave the first evidence of donor–acceptor complexes over oxide
catalysts as early as the 1950s [24]. Later, these processes were intensively studied by ESR,
where this cation-radical formation was shown to be widespread [25]. The high activity of
alumino-silicate systems in this process was found, and zeolites appeared to be even more
active [26]. In particular, the benzene cation radical was found on Mordenite and ZSM-5 [27].
Benzene adsorption at 248–298 K on ZSM-5 was found to produce two types of radical, which
have been related to cation radicals of benzene monomer and dimer [28]. The high ionization
potential of benzene (I = 9.24 eV) points to a very strong acceptor centre on the zeolite
surface. Photon stimulation revealed a sharp enhancement of the CT process at 2.8 eV and
higher [22]. We believe this 2.8 eV can directly be related to our CT energy,
, in figure 5. The
energy difference between the highest π and Al 3p level in figure 4 is right in the 3–4 eV range.

Observation of the conjugate anion radical centre on oxide systems remains unsolved to
this date, although several attempts have been made [22]. Recently however, when illuminating
the zeolite with benzene adsorbed at 93 K, a paramagnetic radical pair was found, and these
pairs were proposed to have the structure O−

2 · · · C6H+
6 , which was shown to be an intermediate

to the formation of the cation radical. That this radical pair is an intermediate to the formation
of the cation radical was confirmed by showing that the benzene cation radical concentration
grows linearly with the drop in concentration of the radical pair [22]. Thus it seemed clear
that the steps

[As − C6H6] ↔ [A−
s − C6H+

6] → A−
s

+ C6H+
6

occur, where As is the strong acceptor site. As a zeolite surface active centre can incorporate
chemisorbed molecular oxygen, and the ESR spectra of these radical pairs resemble those of
radical pairs with the structure RO•

2 · · · RO•, the strong acceptor was proposed to be O2 [22].
Our interpretation of the XANES results indicates that the acceptor site may simply be

the Al atom. An Al atom with a core hole present certainly acts as an acceptor site, as directly
indicated by the Fano resonance observed in the electron yield spectra. The required overlap
between the initial and final state of the x-ray absorption, as discussed above and illustrated
below, suggests that this same Al atom serves as an acceptor site, albeit facilitated by the acidic
OH. To our knowledge this is the first direct experimental evidence that the Al atom is directly
involved in the electron acceptor site, although it certainly has been suggested many times
before [29].

The best evidence supporting the large probability for shake-off of the Al 3p2 electrons
(i.e. the photoelectron and the CT electron) with Auger decay of the core hole, comes from
previously reported Auger and x-ray emission data. This topic has been discussed previously
by Turner and Ramaker [30], who presented evidence that the screening CT in all third row
XOn−

4 type clusters (e.g. SO2−
4 , PO3−

4 and SiO2) is primarily of d-like character as found in
the current work. The presence of a large peak in the L23V XES spectra for these oxyanions
provides good evidence for this, although this peak has been attributed to other less likely
sources [31, 32].
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The ratio of the total L23VV intensity from similarly prepared Ag2SO4 and Ag2S
samples, ISO4/IS = 0.4, reveals the very large probability for final-state shake-off of the
3d electrons [33]. In the absence of 3d final-state shake-off, this ratio should be one. This 3d
final-state shake-off reduces the Auger intensity in the Ag2SO4 case, because of the large p–d
orbital hybridization that occurs in tetrahedral oxygen coordination as discussed above. Final-
state shake-off reduces the total Auger intensity, because as an intrinsic loss process, it takes
electrons, which normally would appear in the ‘non-scattered’ or elastic Auger spectra, and
distributes them to lower energy, where they contribute to the secondary electron yield [30].
Thus when the Auger yield is significantly reduced, the secondary electron yield is significantly
enhanced, exactly as found in the current work. The observed Auger intensity reduction by
a factor greater than 2 in the oxyanions reveals the large magnitude of this effect. Hence the
dramatic enhancement in the Fano resonance seen in the electron yield as found in this work
is expected, since the Al d orbitals are expected to be even more diffuse than S d orbitals.

4.6. Electron transfer from benzene to Al 3p

Zeolite beta has a three-dimensional pore-channel system. Figure 7(a) shows a 12-ring pore
of size 6.6 × 6.7 Å present in zeolite Beta in the [100] direction. In the [010] direction zeolite
Beta has another 12-ring pore. These two channels intersect, forming a three-dimensional
system. Benzene fits well into pores of these dimensions. Figure 7(b) shows schematically an
acid site of the zeolite Beta with the benzene adsorbed on it. In general, benzene is adsorbed
flat on the pore surface with the benzene π system located on the charge-balancing cations
in zeolites [34]. A suggested above, the shake-up could be regarded as a π to π* shake-up
followed by covalent transfer to the diffuse Al 3p orbital. The π* of the benzene and the radial
extent of the T2 down (3p orbital) on the Al are schematically shown (in fact only one lobe
of the p orbital is given). In reality, this orbital also has a covalent overlap with the oxygen
orbitals, but for simplicity, this is omitted. The CT or covalent mixing in the ground state
could either take place via a direct transfer of an electron onto the Al (through space), or it
could occur via the OH group on the zeolite (a concerted transfer).

4.7. Coke formation by 1-hexene on H-Beta

Adsorption of 1-hexene on zeolite H-Beta at room temperature has no effect on either the
fluorescence or electron yield data. Several reasons for the absence of the Fano resonance
in the hexene case can be given. First, 1-hexene has one double bond, which gives a much
larger 
 and the tendency to transfer electrons is small. Second, the hexene might directly
react with the acid site on the zeolite, forming an alkoxy species, i.e. a covalent bond is formed
between the oxygen and a carbon atom, transforming the double bond into a single C–C bond.
The proton of the acidic hydroxyl group is now attached to the carbon next to the oxygen-
bonding carbon. Some oligomerization of the hexene might have already taken place at this
low temperature, creating aliphatic species inside the pores of the zeolite.

Heating the sample to 250 ◦C does not lead to any change in the fluorescence or electron
yield spectra. However, after the sample is heated to 400 ◦C, the fluorescence and electron yield
spectra are no longer the same. The fluorescence spectrum of H-Beta/1-hexene(400) differs
from clean H-Beta and it shows a slight loss of intensity in the white line, and a subsequent
increase in intensity at 3–7 eV above the edge. These variations in intensity can be well
ascribed to the presence of a small amount of octahedral Al in the sample. Moreover, the fine
structure in this spectrum is much less pronounced, which indicates that the medium range
order of the tetrahedral Al in this sample is different from the parent sample [8]. The changes
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. (a) 12-membered ring pore-system in the 100 direction in zeolite Beta. A benzene
molecule fits nicely in the three-dimensional pore channel system of zeolite Beta. (b) Schematic
picture of the overlap of the diffuse 3p orbitals on Al with the π* molecular orbital on the benzene
molecule adsorbed on the acid site in the zeolite pore.

in the electron yield spectra are much more obvious. This is attributed to the Fano resonance
that occurs due to the presence of aromatic carbon in the near-vicinity of the acid site. It is well
known that at temperatures near 400 ◦C, olefins will form coke [35]. This is also indicated
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by the change in colour of this sample, becoming brownish grey. Apparently, some of the
1-hexene is transformed into aromatic coke that is located in the near-vicinity of Al in the
framework, creating CT in the XAS spectrum.

The transformation of some tetrahedral Al sites to octahedral sites and a different medium
range ordering (figure 3(a)) in this sample is an interesting phenomenon. The coke formation
might have changed the original tetrahedral Al into octahedral or distorted tetrahedral Al at
400 ◦C. The octahedral Al could also result from a dealumination process at high temperature
due to the presence of some leftover H2O; however, the shallow bed conditions during this heat
treatment would suggest that this did not happen. This phenomenon is not further discussed
here, but it will be investigated in more detail later.

5. Conclusions

The adsorption of aromatic hydrocarbons on the acid sites of H-Beta zeolite can be studied at
the Al K edge, obtaining both geometric and electronic structure information simultaneously.
Conclusions that can be drawn from this study are the following.

(1) Differences between the fluorescence and electron yield data at the Al K edge on the same
sample are interpreted by the occurrence of a charge-transfer satellite or Fano resonance.
This Fano resonance is detected after adsorption of aromatic molecules on the acid sites
in zeolite H-Beta. This two-centre/two-electron transition is only visible using electron
yield detection, because the two electrons in the Al 3p orbital can undergo shake-off,
which magnifies the electron yield for this state, but leaves the weak transition undetected
in fluorescence detection mode.

(2) The occurrence of the Fano resonance is partially determined by the overlap between the
T2(3p) orbitals on the Al and the π* orbitals on the aromatic molecule, which is a function
of the geometrical orientation of the aromatic molecule.

(3) This Fano resonance is believed to be the first solid evidence for the direct role of the
Al p–d orbital as the acceptor site, which is suggested to serve as the initial step in the
cation–anion radical pair formation.

(4) Using the Fano resonance, coking of 1-hexene on the acid sites of H-Beta can be followed.
The Fano resonance appears after heating the sample to 400 ◦C, indicating aromatic coke
is formed on the acid sites of H-Beta.

(5) Indications exist that some Al coordination is changed from tetrahedral to octahedral and/or
to some distorted tetrahedral site during the process of coking of 1-hexene at 400 ◦C.
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